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Abstract: Since the 20th century, the temperature has risen, worldwide, due to climate change causing
global warming. Such phenomena have resulted in thermal dissatisfaction within various buildings
indoor spaces including Egyptian Coptic Orthodox churches. Heritage churches designs have always
implemented passive strategies to provide indoor thermal comfort. However, modern churches design
tend to use active strategies to provide indoor thermal satisfaction instead of referring to the use of
passive designs. Accordingly, the main purpose of this research is to identify a set of guidelines to
enhance indoor thermal comfort in modern Coptic Orthodox churches using passive design strategies.
The research has adapted a mixed method approach where an in-depth literature review resulting a
qualitative summary of passive techniques used in heritage Coptic churches, then followed by a
comparative analysis between two Egyptian case studies; the first is a heritage church (St. Barbarah
church) and the other is modern which is (Virgin Mary church) based on the deducted passive strategies
from the literature. Moreover, an applicable simulation for varying the methodology, using Design
Builder, where the modern church will be simulated and tested for thermal comfort before and after
modifying it using the passive strategies deducted from the literature. The research’s main findings were
the list of passive techniques that could be used to enhance the indoor thermal comfort, while the
simulation experimental results where related to a typical summer week, showing that for the average
air temperature and the average solar gains, the triple glazing was the most effective in causing indoor
thermal comfort. But, for the average relative humidity and average of total fresh air, insulation has
shown to be most effective in providing enhanced indoor thermal comfort. To conclude, a set of
guidelines has been deduced from the methods adapted in the research showing the most suitable and
applicable passive design strategies that could be used inside Coptic Orthodox churches to enhance
indoor thermal comfort.
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1. Introduction
surrounding civilizations it emerged within
[3]–[6]. The Coptic church’s architecture
design, specifically, the use of passive design
strategies has changed throughout the decades
due to ancient and existing civilizations, culture
and beliefs, a whole set of environmental,
economic, cultural, political forces, historical
architectural buildings, building material and
climate, etc. [6]–[8].

The high rise in temperature due to greenhouse
gases (carbon dioxide, methane, etc.) and
deforestation contributes to changes in global
climate patterns since the early 20th century
causing climate change also known as global
warming [1], [2]. As a result, this affects mainly
desert areas such as Egypt, leading to a negative
effect on indoor spaces causing thermal
dissatisfaction in different buildings including
Coptic Orthodox churches [2].

2. Problem

Coptic architecture is an Egyptian heritage
represented in the Coptic Orthodox church
whose style and elements were formulated in
Egypt due to its geography, climate and the
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comfort strategies [14], [19]–[25]. Then
focusing on passive strategies in arid climate
and the different types that participate in
enhancing indoor thermal comfort [24], [26]–
[28]. In addition, demonstrating the different
church typologies along with an example for
each type to observe the passive strategies
implemented in them [4], [5], [29], [30]. Lastly,
computer modelling tools were explained,
focusing mainly on DesignBuilder as it was the
tool used for simulation in this research.

warming and rapid industrialization in
contemporary architecture [1]. Several
researches specialized their passive strategies
investigation in several building types such as;
mixed mode ventilated building, educational
building, etc [9]–[14]. While there is a gap in
thermal comfort studies related to passive
strategies in church building. Moreover, it has
been noticed that old architecture has used
passive strategies in their design which explains
the indoor thermal comfort provided [15]. But,
in modern buildings passive strategies are
neglected which caused indoor thermal
dissatisfaction and as a solution, active
strategies were used instead. Therefore, the
main problem of this research is the indoor
thermal dissatisfaction in modern Coptic
Orthodox churches in Egypt and the neglection
of passive design techniques.

The Literature review helped in identifying
various passive design techniques that will help
enhance indoor thermal comfort and be suitable
in churches. These passive techniques were
used to select from them the most suitable,
economic, fast and applicable strategy to be
modified in the modern church (Virgin Mary
church).

Therefore, the main aim of this research is to
identify a set of guidelines for implementing
passive strategies in modern Coptic Orthodox
Churches in Egypt to enhance indoor thermal
comfort. Several secondary aims are to be
achieved; to investigate key factors related to
thermal comfort in churches, to investigate
passive strategies that could improve thermal
comfort in church design, to identify the
reasons of thermal dissatisfaction in current
Coptic Orthodox Church in Egypt and to
analyse passive techniques used in Coptic
Orthodox churches.

4. Analytical Study
The two case studies were chosen due to the
following reasons; similar area, same
rectangular plan shape, they are both Coptic
Orthodox church and follow the same Basilica
plan typology. Moreover, similar passive
design strategies were found in both such as
openings (windows and doors) and the roof
structure (domes, vaults and flat roof) along
with the similar context which puts them in the
same weather conditions.

The research will employ a qualitative into
quantitative approach. A comparative analysis
is done between two local cases; a historical
Coptic church (St. Barbara) and a modern
church (Virgin Mary). An applicable study is
also done using simulation to modify various
passive design strategies in the modern Coptic
Orthodox church and identify their effect on the
indoor space.

4.1 Case Study: St. Barbara Church
St. Barbara church is an ancient church located
at the eastern part of the Babylon fort, old
Cairo, since the 5th century and then was rebuilt
in the 11th century [31]. The church is
rectangular and follows the Roman Basilica
typology [32]. St. Barbara church roof is
formed of different structures such as wooden
barrel vault, dome and flat roof [5]. The passive
strategies used in the church were the different
materials, colors, shading devices and the
different window sizes. Moreover, St. Barbara
depended on natural ventilation through
openings and with the assistance of the arches
to enhance the air flow within the space. St.
Barbara church used artificial lighting instead
of natural light due to the windows size and
shading device used. However, there was no air
conditioning in the church.

3. Literature review: Passive
Strategies in Coptic Orthodox
churches
The literature review has included the various
definitions of thermal comfort which concluded
to be a condition of mind of satisfaction
expressed with the thermal environment [16]–
[18]. Moreover, illustrating the factors affecting
thermal comfort and the different thermal
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rectangular and follows the Basilican plan
typology. The roof structure of the church is
combined of ribbed vaulted roof and domes.
The passive techniques used in the church were
different materials, colors, structure system,
various shading devices and the various
window sizes. Virgin Mary church depended on
natural ventilation through the openings and the
occurrence of the roof structure enhancing the
air flow within the space. Moreover, the large
windows allow huge amount of light to
penetrate into the space but the louvers placed
on the windows prevented the light from
penetrating giving rise to the need of having
artificial light. However, with all these passive
design strategies, the church needed to use air
conditioning.

Figure 1: St. Barbara church location map. Source:
Google maps

Figure 2: Plan view of St. Barbara. Source: Archnet.com

Figure 5: Virgin Mary church external view. Source:
Google images
Figure 3: Roof structure, windows and arches of St.
Barbara church. Source: [33])

Figure 6: Plan of Virgin Mary church. Source: by Author

Figure 4: Artificial lights inside St. Barbara church.
Source: Google images

4.2 Case Study: Virgin Mary Church
Figure 7: Natural light through windows but prevented
by the louvers and enlightening using artificial lights.
Source: by Author

Virgin Mary church is located in Marashly,
Zamalek. It was built in 1960 by the very wellknown architect Ramses Wissa Wassef [7]. The
church is raised by flights of stairs as it is in the
first floor due to the site restrictions and
conditions of the area. The church plan is
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Figure 8: Air conditioning location within the space.
Source: by Author

Table 1: Comparative analysis between the different church typology and the various passive
techniques.
Church typologies
Basilica plan church
Plan
Virgin Mary

St. Barbara

Comments
Figure 9: St. Barbara church plan

Figure 10: Virgin Mary church plan

Dome

Figure 12: Virgin Mary
church roof showing dome,
vault and flat roof

Vault
Sections

Roof Structure

Figure 11: St. Barbara
church top view analyzed
chowing the dome, vault
and flat roof

Figure 14: Virgin Mary
church
roof
structure
showing vaults

Figure 13: St. Barbara roof
structure showing vaults

Flat

St. Barbara has three domes located
above the altars whereas Virgin has also
domes above the altar but with an extra
one located at the main entrance of the
church supported by two large columns.
Saint Barbara has a barrel wooden vault
roof that covers the whole nave of the
church. While Virgin Mary has ribbed
vaults all over the nave.
Both churches have part of the roof, flat.

Figure 16: Virgin Mary
church flat roof structure

Figure 15: St. Barbara flat
roof structure

Pitched
Both churches were made of concrete
and the columns were made of concrete.

Concrete
Figure 18: Virgin Mary
church
interior
using
concrete walls and columns

Figure 17: St. Barbara
interior showing concrete
columns

Passive design strategies

Figure 20: Masonry wall at
Virgin Mary church

Figure 19: Masonry wall at
St. Barbara

Type

Wall - Material

Steel
Masonry

Both churches were made of masonry
but with the difference of dimensions, as
Virgin Mary had large dimensions
masonry than St. Barbara
Mud was also used in the construction
of both buildings

Mud
Figure 21: Mud wall at St.
Barbara

Figure 22: Mud wall ate
Virgin Mary church

Marble was used for flooring in both
churches
Marble

E-ISSN: 2224-3496

Figure 23: Marble floor at
St. Barbara

Figure 24: Marble floor at
Virgin Mary church

Virgin Mary’s dimension of masonry
had meant that it is a bearing wall
structure.

Bearing Wall

Figure 25: Bearing wall at
Virgin Mary church
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Both churches used
construction materials

light

color

Colour

Light
Figure 27: Light colors
used in the exterior of the
church

Figure 26: Light colors
used in the exterior of the
church

Reflective
Dark

Insulation
Glass/Glaze

Both churches used single glazing
Single

Figure 29: Single glazing
used in Virgin Mary church

Figure 28: Single glazing
used in St. Barbara

Double

Triple

Venetian blinds
(Sheesh)

Louvers
Figure 30: Louvers used
externally

Virgin Mary used louvers as shading
devices; however, St. Barbara church
did not have louvers
Both churches used Mashrabiya as a
shading device

Mashrabiyah

External

Shading devices

Internal

Curtains

Figure 32: Mashrabiyah
used in Virgin Mary church

Figure 31: Mashrabiyah
used in St. Barbara

Sun canopy

Courtyard / atrium

Natural ventilation

Windcatcher

Chimney
Cross

Window

Both churches have same natural
ventilation technique, cross ventilation
Figure
33:
Cross
ventilation
inside
St.
Barbara church

Figure
34:
Cross
ventilation inside Virgin
Mary church

Stack

Both churches had windows on a high
level which helped have stack
ventilation technique
Figure 36: Stack ventilation
inside Virgin Mary church

Figure 35: Stack ventilation
inside St. Barbara church

Single

Shukhsheikha
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Skylight
Both churches had windows as
clerestory windows, but Virgin Maru
had many windows not like St. Barbara
Clerestory

Figure 38: Clerestory
windows
found inside
Virgin Mary church

Figure 37: Clerestory
windows found inside St.
Barbara church

Air conditioning

Figure 39: Air conditioning
found inside Virgin Mary
church

the adjustments made in the base case model
regarding the use of double, triple and
insulation wall in the enhancement of thermal
comfort that occurred. It was chosen because
compared to the other passive techniques it is
the simplest, fastest, most reasonable and most
economical. The following is the thermal data
results recorded of the base case model and the
three different adjustments made.

5. Material and Method
A simulation should be done to analyse thermal
energy behaviours of the building to be able to
reduce energy consumption and enhance indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) [34]–[36].
According to Mukhtar et al. (2019), there are
around 20 simulation programs which are;
Design
Performance
Viewer
(DPV),
DesignBuilder, Ecotect, EnergyPlus, eQUEST,
EcoDesigner, ESP-r, Green Building Studio,
etc. However, DesignBuilder apart from the
others offers a variety of environmental
performance information like comfort
conditions, the maximum summertime
temperatures, HVAC components sizes, carbon
emissions and energy consumption [37].
DesignBuilder is very similar to Ecotect but
exceeds it by having EnergyPlus plugged in it,
inserting all fabric and glazing information, as
it uses the newest EnergyPlus mockup engine
to compute building performance and is
appropriate for use by architects, building
services engineers, energy consultants, and
university departments [37]. Some distinctive
practices that DesignBuilder operate are
thermal simulation of naturally ventilated
buildings, calculation of the temperature,
velocity and pressure distribution inside and
around the building by using CFD, which are
the main focus in this research and the reason
of choosing design builder.

Figure 40: Base Model imported to DesignBuilder for
simulation. Source: by Author

6.1 Base Case Simulation Results
The simulation results of the base case model
show that the inside air temperature ranges
between 27.16 – 33.72℃ during a typical
summer week. The solar transmitted through
the exterior windows was between 0.00 and
10.41 kW. The relative humidity within the
space was 38.43 – 73.51%. The total fresh air is
equal to the addition of mechanical ventilation,
natural ventilation and air infiltration, but in
this simulation, there was no HVAC system i.e.,
no mechanical ventilation. So, the total fresh air
represents the natural ventilation with air
infiltration which ranged between 0.19 and
12.19 ac/h.

6. Simulation Process
Virgin Mary church was selected for thermal
condition examination, as a base case model,
because despite all these implemented passive
strategies found, there was still a need in
installing air conditioning to maintain the
indoor thermal condition within the space.
Moreover, glazing parameter was chosen to test
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whereas St. Barbara church did not use
any active strategies to enhance the
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Figure 41: Base case model simulation results. Source:
by Author

Figure 43: Triple glazing case simulation results. Source:
by Author

6.2 Double-Glazing Simulation Results

6.4 Wall Insulation Simulation Results

The following figure shows the settings being
modified to change window glazing of the
project to be double glazing. Simulation results
of the double-glazing case shows the air
temperature ranges between 27.09 – 33.70℃
during a typical summer week. The solar gains
through the exterior windows were between
0.00 and 9.71 kW. The relative humidity within
the space was 38.45 – 73.77%. Total fresh air
representing natural ventilation with air
infiltration only shows a range of 0.18 and
12.19 ac/h.

After returning the glazing option back to its
origin, exterior walls construction has been
modified to contain insulation, Figure 44.
Simulation results made by DesignBuilder
program show that the air temperature ranges
between 27.16 and 33.72℃. Moreover, Solar
gains through the exterior windows show a
range of 0.00 – 10.41 kW. Relative humidity
has a wide range, 38.42 and 73.52%. Natural
ventilation and infiltration range are 0.19 and
12.19 ac/h.

Figure 44: Wall insulation case simulation results.
Source: by Author

Figure 42: Double glazing case simulation results.
Source: by Author

7. Discussion

6.3 Triple-Glazing Simulation Results

A comparison of the simulation results was
done between the base case model, double
glazing case model, triple glazing case model
and the wall insulation case model illustrating
the average calculation of air temperature
results, solar gains through exterior windows,
relative humidity and total fresh air as the
simulation was carried out for a typical summer
week.

The glazing template was edited to be triple
glazing window as shown in Figure 43. Air
temperature range inside the space is 27.08 –
33.63℃. Solar gains by the exterior windows
ranges from 0.00 to 9.18 kW. Relative
Humidity range shown in Figure 43 to be 38.84
– 73.8%. The total fresh air ranges between
0.19 and 12.13 ac/h.
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7.1 Air Temperature
The following figure demonstrates the results
of the average air temperature, within the
typical summer week, for each case model. It is
observed that triple glazing has caused the most
decrease in the air temperature within the space,
following it the double-glazing, which means
that the air within the space became cooler
increasing the chance of an enhancement in the
thermal comfort conditions within the space.
However, the insulation had a slight impact on
the air temperature as it is very close to the base
case model’s air temperature. Therefore, it is
recommended to implement triple glazing to
attain indoor thermal comfort.

Figure 46: Average solar gains exterior windows of
typical summer week for the base case, double glazing,
triple glazing and wall insulation. Source: by Author

7.3 Relative Humidity
The comparison between the four models in
relation to their average relative humidity
results is shown in the Figure 16. The results
show that, with the existence of triple glazing
and double glazing, humidity level increases
very much, which is a disadvantage as the aim
is to provide users with thermal comfort within
the space which means decreasing humidity
level. Moreover, the usage of insulation does
not make it better as it also higher humidity
level. So, keeping the base case model as it is,
looks as the best option aiming to decrease
humidity.

Figure 45: Average air temperature of typical summer
week for the base case, double glazing, triple glazing and
wall insulation. Source: by Author

7.2 Solar Gains
Windows

Through

Exterior

The figure shows the average simulation results
of a typical summer week solar gains through
the exterior windows. Results illustrate that
triple glazing had the most effect on decreasing
the amount of heat being transmitted through
the windows and again, after it comes the
double glazing. This indicates that the chance
of heat transmitting through the exterior walls
has decreased which will maintain the indoor
thermal comfort conditions within the space.
Nevertheless, insulation did not have any
impact on reducing the solar gain as its result is
the same as the base case result. Therefore, it is
better to use triple glazing in order to decrease
the amount of heat penetrating into the indoor
space.

E-ISSN: 2224-3496

Figure 47: Average relative humidity of typical summer
week for the base case, double glazing, triple glazing and
wall insulation. Source: by Author

7.4 Total Fresh Air
Results shown in Figure 17 illustrate, the
average of the total fresh air throughout a
typical summer week. It is noticed that
insulation allows more fresh air to be in the
space compared to the base model case and the
two glazing cases. Having more fresh air
entering the space is an advantage as fresh air
helps in enhancing the indoor thermal comfort
allowing the user to feel comfortable. As triple
glazing and double glazing cause a drop in the
amount of fresh air flowing into the space.
Therefore, it is recommended to insert
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enhancement achieved inside the church
building. Therefore, it is of usefulness for
application in the Coptic Orthodox churches
building in order to enhance indoor thermal
comfort.

8.1 Passive design to be applied
The set of guidelines represent the passive
design strategies that can be implemented in
modern Coptic Orthodox churches in Egypt to
enhance their thermal comfort which are
deduced as ticked in the literature review
outcome matrix based on what was found
applied in real life.
Roof Structure
Domes are basics but Vaults can be used as well
as it has been observed applied in several
churches. Flat roofs are used normally but they
don’t really enhance thermal comfort.
However, pitched roof is usually not used in
Egypt as it was made for rainy climate region.
Therefore, they are minor in Egypt and in
churches.
Wall – Material - Glazing
All materials can be used but not all materials
improve thermal comfort, some of them absorb
heat causing hot surfaces resulting in thermal
discomfort. Light and reflective colours are
preferable yet dark is rejected. All glazings are
suitable in churches. In addition, insulation can
also be used in churches to preserve the indoor
temperature.
Shading Devices
The most suitable outdoor shading devices are
louvers and mashrabiya.
Natural Ventilation Strategies
Windows are the widely and most appropriate
used element to provide natural ventilation
within the closed area of the church, allowing
cross ventilation.

Figure 48: Average of the Total Fresh Air of typical
summer week for the base case, double glazing, triple
glazing and wall insulation. Source: by Author

7.5 Simulation Results
Results showed that changes implemented had
a positive effect on the base case. The triple
glazing was the most effective as it has
decreased the air temperature, making it cooler
for the users, hence, providing an enhancement
in the indoor space thermal conditions,
compared to double glazing, insulation and the
base case. It has also proofed to have a strong
impact on preventing solar gains from
windows, thus protecting the indoor space from
heat entering inside the space. However, when
it came to the relative humidity, triple glazing
had a negative impact, meaning, increasing the
relative humidity within the space but the
insulation in the wall helped maintain the
humidity inside the nave and had a positive
impact in allowing more total fresh air to flow
inside the space.
To conclude, in order to decrease air
temperature and solar heat gains through
exterior windows, it is recommended to use
triple or double glazing, depends on the price.
But, if aiming on maintaining humidity level or
increasing total air flow inside the space,
therefore, insulation in walls will be a suitable
recommendation.

8.2 Recommendation

8. Conclusion

It is recommended to follow the following steps
to achieve results of simulating several passive
strategies and acknowledging which one is the
most effective
1- Identify key passive strategies that
could be adjusted according to which is
easiest, low cost and fast change
2- Experiment each strategy as follows
a- Build the base model mimicking its
original state

Main contribution of this paper is the analysis
of the passive design techniques that are
included in the Coptic Orthodox churches
building from the 11th century to the 20th
century. Verification was guaranteed after the
examination of the passive techniques applied
(triple glazing, double glazing and insulation)
using DesignBuilder and the thermal comfort
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b- Start adjusting each factor
c- Run the simulation for the base
case and the various adjustments
made
3- Record the results
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4- Compare the results of the changes to
the base case and to each other to know
which change had the most impact

Figure 49: Light blue: basically, used in churches; Green: can be used in Coptic Orthodox Churches; Dark red: not used in Coptic
Orthodox

[5]
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